Effects of an unnatural base pair replacement on the structure and dynamics of DNA and neighboring water and ions.
Incorporating small molecule probes into biomolecular systems to report on local structure and dynamics is a powerful strategy that underlies a wide variety of experimental techniques, including fluorescence, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) measurements. When an unnatural probe is inserted into a protein or DNA, the degree to which the presence of the probe has perturbed the local structure and dynamics it was intended to study is always an important concern. Here, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to systematically study the effect of replacing a DNA base pair with a fluorescent probe, coumarin 102 deoxyriboside, at six unique sites along an A-tract DNA dodecamer. While the overall structure of the DNA oligonucleotide remains intact, replacement of A*T base pairs leads to widespread structural and dynamic perturbations up to four base pairs away from the probe site, including widening of the minor groove and increased DNA flexibility. New DNA conformations, not observed in the native sequence, are sometimes found in the vicinity of the probe and its partner abasic site analog. Strong correlations are demonstrated between DNA surface topology and water mobility.